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THE BIGGER PICTURE

Closed-loop recycling and open-

loop upcycling of waste plastics

represent a suite of critical

technologies to address the

plastic-waste pollution crisis.

Enzymatic deconstruction of the

synthetic polyester poly(ethylene

terephthalate) (PET) is among the

several options available for

chemical recycling of this common

plastic. While early

demonstrations of enzymatic PET

recycling have shown feasibility,

the technology is not yet cost

competitive with production of

virgin petroleum-derived PET.

This study analyzes an enzyme

engineering approach that takes a

lesson from nature to improve the

catalytic efficiency of PET-

hydrolyzing enzymes and

evaluates the impact of this

strategy under reaction

conditions that simulate a key

industrial feature of enzymatic

PET recycling. The implications of

this study can help focus the

resources available to the field on

solutions that can enable rapid

deployment of viable

technologies to realistically

address plastics pollution.
SUMMARY

In nature, enzymes that deconstruct biological polymers, such as
cellulose and chitin, often exhibit multi-domain architectures,
comprising a catalytic domain and a non-catalytic binding module;
the latter serves to increase the enzyme concentration at the sub-
strate surface. This multi-domain architecture has been shown to
improve the hydrolysis of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) using
engineered cutinase enzymes. Here, we examine the role of acces-
sory binding modules at industrially relevant PET solids loadings
necessary for cost-effective enzymatic recycling. Using a thermo-
stable variant of leaf compost cutinase (LCC), we produced synthetic
fusion constructs of LCC with five type A carbohydrate-binding
modules (CBMs). At solids loadings below 10 wt %, the CBMs
improve aromatic monomer yield from PET, but above this
threshold, conversion extents up to 97% are reached with no added
benefits from the presence of CBM fusions. This suggests that fusion
constructs with the herein studied CBMs are not necessary for indus-
trial enzymatic PET recycling.

INTRODUCTION

Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is one of the most abundantly produced single-

use plastics worldwide and is used for common commercial products including

food packaging, water bottles, and textiles.1 Currently only a small fraction of

post-consumer PET is recycled, and therefore the development of effective ap-

proaches to control PET pollution is of keen global interest.2–5 This critical need

has catalyzed investigation into the use of enzymes for PET deconstruction as a

means of chemical recycling or upcycling.6–12 These PET hydrolases primarily

include cutinase enzymes of thermophilic origin, among other closely related bio-

catalysts for PET hydrolysis.1,13,14 Enzyme engineering to attain enhanced catalytic

performance and thermostability has been pursued with multiple design ap-

proaches.15–23 Prominently, two engineered variants of the leaf-compost cutinase

(LCC) (WCCG and ICCG) were reported with enhanced thermostability and have

been shown to achieve up to 90% conversion of amorphous PET to monomers in

less than 20 h.22

Beyond improvements in thermal stability, another enzyme engineering strategy

that has been pursued focuses on improving enzyme binding affinity to PET.24–29

This approach has employed multi-domain enzyme architectures comprising a cat-

alytic domain and a non-catalytic accessory binding module, a composition

commonly observed in enzyme systems that deconstruct natural biopolymers. In
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particular, this multi-domain enzyme architecture is prominently observed in enzy-

matic cellulose and chitin hydrolysis, wherein enzymes often contain carbohy-

drate-binding modules (CBMs).30–32 Given the inherent diversity in carbohydrate

structure, CBMs vary broadly in their substrate specificity and mode of binding

and are classified into three types, dependent on the mechanism of substrate inter-

action: type A for planar binding, B for exo-binding, and C for endo-binding.31 Of

particular relevance to PET, type A CBMs bind to insoluble carbohydrates via a

planar hydrophobic binding face, where the conserved aromatic residues on the

binding surface align with cellulose or chitin polymer chains.33,34 Cellulose, like

PET, is hydrophobic and exhibits both crystalline and amorphous regions.35,36

Thus, engineering CBMs, as well as other types of non-catalytic binding proteins

such as hydrophobins and polyhydroxyalkanoate-binding modules, into PET hydro-

lases has been explored to increase the enzyme concentration on the surface of the

PET substrate to enhance its hydrolysis.24–29,37,38

While substantial progress has been made in increasing PET deconstruction by

fusion with non-catalytic binding modules in the laboratory, the goal of PET hydro-

lase engineering is to ultimately develop enzymes and associated processes that are

industrially viable. Typically, enzymatic PET recycling involves loading a mechani-

cally pretreated PET suspension into a stirred vessel reactor, where it is combined

with enzymes for hydrolysis into the monomers terephthalic acid (TPA) and ethylene

glycol (EG).22 Recently, we reported a techno-economic analysis (TEA) of this pro-

cess, highlighting the importance of high PET solids loading during hydrolysis.39

Similar to PET, industrial cellulose hydrolysis also requires high-solids loading, typi-

cally R15 wt %, for economic viability.40 In seminal work on cellulase engineering,

Varnai et al. previously demonstrated that CBMs are not required at high-solids

loading, which the authors attribute to the short diffusion path lengths required

for enzymes to dissociate and access new regions of the substrate.41,42 To date,

studies that examine PET hydrolases with non-catalytic binding module fusions

have only been reported for reactions with <3 wt % PET loading (Table 1), consider-

ably below an industrially relevant level (>10 wt %).39

In this study, taking inspiration from Varnai et al.,41,42 we analyze fusion enzymes of an

LCC variant coupled to fivedifferent typeACBMs, characterizing their thermal stability,

surface adsorption, and ability to hydrolyze PET films across a range of substrate

loadings (1–20 wt %). Specifically, we evaluate the potential for utilizing CBM fusions

at industrially relevant PET loadings (>10 wt %) and high conversion extents (>90%).

RESULTS

Engineered LCC-based fusion enzymes generated from five type A CBM

families

Previously, Tournier et al. replaced a Ca2+ binding site in LCCwith a disulphide bond

(D238C/S283C), resulting in a more thermostable variant but at the cost of a 28% fall

in PET hydrolysis activity.22 Subsequently, this activity loss was recovered by the mu-

tation of Phe243 to either Trp or Ile. Additionally, introducing the Y243Gmutation to

each enzyme gave the best-performing hydrolases against amorphized post-con-

sumer waste PET, LCCWCCG (F243W/D238C/S283C/Y127G) and LCCICCG (F243I/

D238C/S283C/Y127G).22 Here, we investigated the more conservative Phe-to-Tyr

mutation at position 243, which was not reported in the previous study.22 This

new LCC variant, LCCYCCG (F243Y/D238C/S283C/Y127G), has a melting transition

(Tm) of 97.5�C, which is 2�C–3�C higher than the LCCWCCG and LCCICCG variants

(Table S1) and exhibits improved hydrolysis of PET (Figure 1A).22 Therefore, the

LCCYCCG variant was adopted as the catalytic domain for CBM fusions in this study.
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Table 1. Studies using accessory binding modules for PET deconstruction

Enzyme
catalytic
domain

Accessory binding
module

Accession
number of
accessory domain Substratea

Enzyme loading
(units as
reported)

Enzyme loading
(mg/g PET)

PET loading
(wt %) Reference

Thc_CUT1 hydrophobin (HFB4) XP_006964739.1 amorphous PET 5 mM 19.4 1 Ribitsch et al.26

Thc_CUT1 hydrophobin (HFB7) KP209450 amorphous PET 5 mM 20.5 1 Ribitsch et al.26

Thc_CUT1 hydrophobin (HFB9B) EHK16817 amorphous PET 5 mM 23.0 1 Ribitsch et al.26

Thc_CUT1 Trichoderma reesei
(TrCBM1)

P62694.1 amorphous PET 25 mM 28.6 3 Ribitsch et al.25

Thc_CUT1 polyhydroxyalkanoate
depolymerase binding
module (AfPBM)

AAA21974.1 amorphous PET 25 mM 29.1 3 Ribitsch et al.25

PETase hydrophobin (RolA) AB094496 amorphous PET 20 mM ND NDb Puspitasari et al.27

PETase Trichoderma reesei
(TrCBM1)

P62694.1 amorphous PET 10 mg/mL 1.6–6.6 0.15–0.6c Dai et al.28

PETase polyhydroxyalkanoate
depolymerase binding
module (AfPBM)

AAA21974.1 amorphous PET 10 mg/mL 1.6–6.6 0.15–0.6c Dai et al.28

PETase hydrophobin (HFB4) XP_006964739.1 amorphous PET 10 mg/mL 1.6–6.6 0.15–0.6c Dai et al.28

Tfuc2 dermaseptin SI (DSI) Unknown amorphous PET
particlesd

7 mM 23.1 1 Liu et al.38

LCCICCG polyhydroxyalkanoate
depolymerase binding
module (AfPBM)

AAA21974.1 amorphous PET 0.5 mM 28.5 0.06 Xue et al.29

LCCICCG Trichoderma reesei
(TrCBM1)

P62694.1 amorphous PET 0.5 mM 26.5 0.06 Xue et al.29

LCCICCG hydrophobin (HFB4) XP_006964739.1 amorphous PET 0.5 mM 32.0 0.06 Xue et al.29

LCCICCG chitin binding domain
(ChBD)

MG210568 amorphous PET 0.5 mM 41.3 0.06 Xue et al.29

LCCYCCG Trichoderma reesei
(TrCBM1)

P62694.1 amorphous PET 0.05–1 mM 0.15, 1.9 1–20 this study

LCCYCCG Thermobifida fusca
(TfCBM2a)

AAD39947.1 amorphous PET 0.05–1 mM 0.18 1–20 this study

LCCYCCG Bacillus subtilis (BsCBM3) AAZ22322.1 amorphous PET 0.05–1 mM 0.20 1–20 this study

LCCYCCG Teredinibacter turnerae
(TtCBM10)

ABS72374.1 amorphous PET 0.05–1 mM 0.17 1–20 this study

LCCYCCG Spirochaeta thermophila
(StCBM64a)

ADN02703.1 amorphous PET 0.05–1 mM 0.18 1–20 this study

aSourced from Goodfellow unless stated otherwise.
bParameter required for accurate determination of wt % PET loading is not described in the cited publication.
cCalculation based on a range as volume of vessel disclosed; however no final volume of reaction reported.
dAmorphous PET particles were produced using liquid nitrogen and SDS.
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We selected five type A CBMs that exhibit planar surfaces for designing the fusion

constructs in this study. Type A CBMs from families 1, 2a, 3, 10, and 64 were selected

from both fungal and bacterial origins (Table 1).43 These were fused to the C termi-

nus of LCCYCCG using the flexible linker from the Trichoderma reesei family 7 cello-

biohydrolase (TrCel7A) and expressed in Escherichia coli.32,44 A summary of these

constructs is presented in Figure 1B, and their sequences are provided in

Table S2. The TrCel7A linker is intrinsically disordered and would be glycosylated

in its native host.44–46 Expression of each LCCYCCG:CBM fusion enzyme was success-

ful, with yields ranging from 1 to 10 mg enzyme per L culture after two chromatog-

raphy purification steps.

LCCYCCG:CBM fusions retain esterase activity and PET binding activity

Initially, we measured the intrinsic esterase activity and PET binding activity of each

LCCYCCG:CBM fusion enzyme to assess any potential negative impact of the linker-

CBM fusion on the catalytic domain function. Esterase activity, as measured from

the hydrolysis of the diester bis(2-hydroxyethyl) terephthalate (BHET), was largely
2646 Chem Catalysis 2, 2644–2657, October 20, 2022



Figure 1. Design of the LCC:CBM fusion enzymes

(A) Monomeric aromatic products released following incubation for 24 h with 1 mM enzyme (1.3 mg

enzyme/g PET) and PET film at 2 wt % for the three enzyme variants of LCC. Error bars represent the

SD of total product from experiments performed in triplicate. Asterisks indicate statistically

significant comparisons between LCCYCCG and each of the other variants with *p % 0.05, and

**p % 0.025.

(B) Graphical representation of the fusion enzymes generated for this study. Values represent the

molecular weight (kDa) of each respective component of the construct.

Additional information is provided in Table S2 on primary sequences, family, origin, and accession

number for the CBMs.
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unaffected by the addition of the TrCel7A linker and any of the CBMs, with total

product yields varying by %12.5% (Figure S1).

Langmuir isotherms of PET binding at room temperature were generated for the

LCCYCCG catalytic domain alone and for the five fusion enzymes using a protein

concentration-based assay (Figure 2). These assays confirm that LCCYCCG and all

fusions bind PET and that, with the exception of LCCYCCG:BsCBM3, the binding ca-

pacity of the PET surface for enzyme remains unchanged irrespective of the choice

of CBM. LCCYCCG:BsCBM3 exhibits reduced surface binding at an elevated

enzyme concentration (>100 nM), suggesting that it may be prone to aggregation

in solution at room temperature. The derived equilibrium dissociation constant

(KD) values for the enzymes reveal that the LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 fusion exhibits the

highest affinity for PET (Table S3), approximately 3 times higher than that of

the catalytic domain alone (p = 0.0224), suggesting that this CBM significantly

enhances enzyme localization to the PET surface. Notably, the free energy of

binding for this interaction between TrCBM1 and PET (�2.80 kJ/mol), as

calculated from the ratio of KD values for LCCYCCG and LCCYCCG:TrCBM1, is

approximately half of that for binding of TrCBM1 to its natural substrate, cellulose

(�5.61 kJ/mol47).

CBMs vary in thermal stability when fused to LCCYCCG

Enzyme-catalyzed PET hydrolysis is well known to be strongly temperature depen-

dent, with contributing factors from both varying substrate properties and enzyme

thermostability. Therefore, we used differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to assess

the thermostability of the component domains in each LCCYCCG:CBM fusion enzyme,

in addition toCBMs expressed as independent proteins (Figure 3; Table S4). For each

LCCYCCG:CBM fusion, a thermal unfolding transition was observed at a near-identical

temperature to that for the isolated LCCYCCG, confirming the minimal impact of
Chem Catalysis 2, 2644–2657, October 20, 2022 2647



Figure 2. PET binding activity of LCCYCCG:CBM fusions

(A–F) Substrate coverage as a function of free enzyme concentration used to develop

Langmuir binding isotherms. Experiments were conducted at room temperature on 2 wt %

amorphous PET film for LCCYCCG (A), LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 (B), LCCYCCG:TfCBM2a (C),

LCCYCCG:BsCBM3 (D), LCCYCCG:TtCBM10 (E), and LCCYCCG:StCBM64 (F). Error bars represent the

SD of measurements from incubations performed in triplicate. A binding threshold at the highest

enzyme concentration of 2 nmol/g PET was considered significant for numerical analysis. KD

values with standard deviations are shown on each respective panel, and surface saturation (Gmax)

is represented with dashed lines on each graph, with dotted lines representing standard devia-

tions.

Full binding parameters can be found in Table S3. Data are available in Data S2.
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the linker-CBM fusion on the properties of the catalytic domain. For LCCYCCG:

TfCBM2a, LCCYCCG:BsCBM3, and LCCYCCG:StCBM64, discrete unfolding transitions

were also observed for theCBM, albeit at a somewhat higher (for LCCYCCG:TfCBM2a)

or lower (for LCCYCCG:BsCBM3 and LCCYCCG:StCBM64) temperature than the corre-

sponding isolated CBM. This indicates that fusion to LCCYCCG can alter a CBM Tm in a

CBM-dependentmanner. At temperatures above the Tm of their CBM, we expect the

PET hydrolysis activity of each fusion to be approximately equivalent to that of the

isolated LCCYCCG, although it is possible that a thermally denatured CBMmight still

enhance substrate binding by interacting in a non-native conformation, as seen for

a-chymotrypsin adhering to Teflon.48
2648 Chem Catalysis 2, 2644–2657, October 20, 2022



Figure 3. Thermostability of component domains in LCCYCCG:CBM fusions

(A–F) Protein DSC thermograms for LCCYCCG (A), LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 (B), LCCYCCG:TfCBM2a (C),

LCCYCCG:BsCBM3 (D), LCCYCCG:TtCBM10 (E), and LCCYCCG:StCBM64 (F). The arrow on each panel

indicates the unfolding transition (Tm) of the LCCYCCG catalytic domain, and an asterisk (*) indicates

the identified CBM unfolding transition. Each analysis was performed in triplicate (Table S4).

Data are available in Data S2.
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Despite its enhancement of PET surface binding by LCCYCCG (Figure 2B), the

TrCBM1 did not exhibit a detectable denaturation transition in the DSC thermo-

grams, either as an isolated domain or in the context of the LCCYCCG:TrCBM1

fusion (Figure 3); the same phenomenon was observed for the LCCYCCG:TtCBM10

fusion.

Some fusion enzymes exhibit enhanced substrate hydrolysis at low PET

loading across a range of temperatures

Amorphous PET hydrolysis activity was evaluated from 40�C to 90�C at low PET load-

ings (2 wt %), and a detectable yield of aromatic PET monomers was observed for all

fusion enzymes (Figures 4 and S2). The highest hydrolysis activities were observed at

70�C; above this temperature, recrystallization of the amorphous PET accelerates,

resulting in reduced accessibility for the active site to individual polymer substrate

chains.22 At 90�C, the further reduction in PET hydrolysis activity may reflect irrevers-

ible denaturation of the LCCYCCG due to kinetic instability on approaching its

apparent Tm.
Chem Catalysis 2, 2644–2657, October 20, 2022 2649



Figure 4. Temperature dependence of PET hydrolysis for LCCYCCG and LCCYCCG:CBM fusion

enzymes at low solids loading in small-scale reactions

(A) Enzyme performance is depicted as mmol total aromatic product/pmol of enzyme following

incubation for 24 h reactions at 2 wt % PET loading (equivalent to 0.13 mg enzyme/g PET for

LCCYCCG), reported from 30�C to 90�C for 100 nM of each fusion enzyme or the LCCYCCG catalytic

domain alone. Error bars represent the SD of measurements from triplicate reactions. Graphs

showing the yield of each monomer product (BHET, MHET, and TPA) are presented in Figure S2.

(B) Heatmap of the extent of PET conversion calculated from the yield of monomeric aromatic

products.

Data are available in Data S2.
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Across the 50�C–80�C temperature range, the TrCBM1 and TtCBM10 fusions consis-

tently outperform the isolated LCCYCCG catalytic domain in PET hydrolysis. The

StCBM64 fusion also exhibits enhanced activity, but only at 50�C and 60�C. These
enhancements require the CBM and the catalytic domain to be covalently linked;

equimolar mixtures of LCCYCCG with either TrCBM1 or StCBM64 do not stimulate
2650 Chem Catalysis 2, 2644–2657, October 20, 2022



Figure 5. Cellulose binding activity of the TrCBM1 and TtCBM10 fusion enzymes

Cellulose binding competition assay performed at 70�C was used to ascertain whether native

cellulose-binding function is present for the TrCBM1 and TtCBM10 fusion enzymes. Each stacked

bar shows the monomeric aromatic product released for TPA (heavy shading), MHET (medium

shading), and BHET (light shading). Error bars represent the SD of the total product from triplicate

reactions. Statistical comparisons (*p > 0.05; ****p < 0.0001) between PET-only and PET-plus-

cellulose experiments are indicated on the graph.

Data are available in Data S2.
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hydrolysis (Figure S3). Furthermore, elevated concentrations of isolated CBMs do

not inhibit hydrolysis—either at low or high PET loading—as would be expected if

they competed with the LCCYCCG for substrate binding (Figure S3).

In these small-scale, low-solids loading experiments, the highest extent of PET con-

version was observed for the LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 fusion at 70�C; under these condi-

tions, the yield of aromatic products was approximately 4-fold higher than that of

the LCCYCCG catalytic domain alone. Since the fusion enzymes have comparable

BHET hydrolysis activity (Figure S1), this dramatic enhancement in PET hydrolase ac-

tivity in LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 can be attributed to an improved enzyme-PET substrate

interaction. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis of residual films following

incubation with each LCCYCCG:CBM fusion at 70�C reveals degraded and pitted

surfaces characteristic of enzyme-mediated PET hydrolysis (Figure S4). Despite the

failure of these CBMs to display a thermal unfolding transition in the DSC experi-

ments, the TrCBM1 and TtCBM10 fusions clearly stimulate PET hydrolysis between

50�C and 80�C and, hence, are likely to be correctly folded within this range.

To provide further evidence that these CBMs are functionally active in associating

with PET, we conducted PET hydrolysis reactions in the presence of cellulose, the

natural binding partner for these CBMs, as a competitor (Figure 5). The yield of

PET aromatic monomers significantly decreased in the presence of cellulose, con-

firming that TrCBM1 and TtCBM10 are indeed functionally active in the two fusion

enzymes.

Screening LCCYCCG:TrCBM1, LCCYCCG:TtCBM10, and LCCYCCG:StCBM64 at 1–

20 wt % PET loading

We have established that, at 2 wt % PET loading, fusing LCCYCCG with either

TrCBM1, TtCBM10, or, to a lesser extent, StCBM64 can improve PET hydrolysis.

Next, we investigated whether this improvement is evident at a range of PET load-

ings up to 20 wt %. For the TrCBM1 and TtCBM10 fusions, these experiments were

performed at 70�C, the optimal temperature for PET hydrolysis by LCCYCCG; for

LCCYCCG:StCBM64, this reaction was performed at 50�C, which is considerably

below the optimal reaction temperature for LCCYCCG (70�C), with the intent to
Chem Catalysis 2, 2644–2657, October 20, 2022 2651



Figure 6. Comparison of PET hydrolysis by LCCYCCG and LCCYCCG:CBM fusion enzymes at up to 20 wt % PET loadings in small-scale reactions

(A–I) Each panel shows the sum of aromatic products (TPA, MHET, and BHET) resulting from 500 mL hydrolysis reactions at various substrate loadings (1–

20 wt %), where either the enzyme:substrate ratio is maintained (corresponding to 0.13 mg LCCYCCG/g PET) (A–C), the molar concentration of enzyme is

held constant at 100 nM (D–F), or the substrate loading is held constant at 20 wt % (G–I).

(A, B, D, E, G, and H) Data from reactions performed at 70�C, and (C, F, and I) data from reactions at 50�C. Error bars represent the SD of measurements

from triplicate reactions.

Graphs showing the yield of each monomer product are presented in Figure S6. Data are available in Data S2.
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maintain the structural integrity of the StCBM64. None of these LCCYCCG:CBM

fusion enzymes shows any sign of breakdown into the individual domains under

the reaction conditions employed over a 24 h period (Figure S5), confirming that

in each case, the inter-domain linker is resistant to breakdown by any potentially

contaminating proteases despite its lack of glycosylation.

Fusion of TrCBM1, TtCBM10, and StCBM64 to LCCYCCG improves monomer yield in

most reaction conditions up to 5 wt % PET loading (Figures 6 and S6). The

LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 fusion generates the highest increase in yield at 70�C, achieving
3-fold higher monomer accumulation than LCCYCCG at the optimal reaction condi-

tions for the catalytic domain alone. (Figures 6A and 6D). The LCCYCCG:TtCBM10
2652 Chem Catalysis 2, 2644–2657, October 20, 2022



Figure 7. Time course of PET hydrolysis at high PET solids loading with continuous pH control

Each panel shows the sum of aromatic products resulting from 1 L reactions with continuous pH,

agitation, and temperature control (pH 7.5, 200 RPM, 65�C). Error bars represent the range of

reactions performed in duplicate. Graphs showing the yield of each aromatic monomer product are

presented in Figure S8. Extent of conversion calculations are based on product yields. Data are

available in Data S2.

(A) Reactions over 48 h containing 1 mM enzyme (0.13 mg LCCYCCG/g PET, and 0.15 mg

LCCYCCG:TrCBM1/g PET) and 20 wt % PET loading.

(B) Reactions over 96 h containing 12.7 mM enzyme (1.65 mg LCCYCCG/g PET, 1.90 mg

LCCYCCG:TrCBM1/g PET) at 20 wt % PET loading. Mass loss measured at end of 96 h for LCCYCCG

was 97.5% and for LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 was 97.8%.
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fusion generates up to a 2-fold increase between 2–5 wt % PET loading (Figures 6B

and 6E). It is noteworthy that LCCYCCG:StCBM64 showed a 4-fold increase in mono-

mer yield over the LCCYCCG catalytic domain alone for up to 2 wt % PET loading

(Figure 6C).

Above 10 wt % PET loading, fusion enzymes do not improve substrate

hydrolysis

At PET loadings from 10 to 20 wt % PET, any advantage conferred by the fusion

of the CBM to the LCCYCCG catalytic domain at lower PET loadings was no longer

observed (Figures 6 and S6). Indeed, at the highest PET loading, LCCYCCG generates

a higher yield of monomer products than any of the fusions. In the case of the

LCCYCCG:StCBM64, despite maintaining a 2-fold increase over the LCCYCCG cata-

lytic domain alone at 20 wt % PET loading with fixed enzyme concentration

(100 nM), the overall level of PET hydrolysis under these reaction conditions

(50�C) is significantly lower than what can be achieved by LCCYCCG alone at its

optimal reaction temperature (70�C) (Figures 6C and 6F). Furthermore, at 20 wt %

PET loading, the most industrially significant level, the TrCBM1, TtCBM10, and

StCBM64 fusions show no sustained advantage over the LCCYCCG domain alone

over the enzyme concentration range 50 nM to 1 mM (Figures 6G–6I); in each case,

the aromatic monomer product yield rises approximately linearly with enzyme

concentration.

To evaluate the effect of the binding module fusions under industrially relevant

conditions, reactions were performed in 3 L bioreactors with 1 L reaction volume

and continuous pH, agitation, and temperature control at a PET loading of 20

wt % (Figure 7). To achieve the high enzyme loading needed for these experi-

ments, the LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 genetic construct was redesigned to have an N-ter-

minal histidine tag, which increased expression yield while maintaining a similar

activity profile (Figure S7). An initial trial, meant to recapitulate the small-scale ex-

periments (those presented in Figure 6) at 20 wt % PET loading and an equivalent

enzyme loading (1 mM), confirms that LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 does not demonstrate

improved PET hydrolysis at higher PET loadings compared with the LCCYCCG

enzyme alone (Figures 7A, S8A, and S8B). The subsequent experiment sought to
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completely hydrolyze solid PET to its monomer products. Using 20 wt % PET

loading (200 g/L) and a higher enzyme loading (12.7 mM), approximately 97%

measured mass loss was achieved over the 96 h reaction time for both LCCYCCG

and LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 reactions, with no significant difference in the product accu-

mulation profile observed over the entire reaction time course (Figure 7B, S8C,

and S8D).
DISCUSSION

The efficiency of enzymatic PET hydrolysis is dependent on the enzyme-substrate

interaction. To explore the effect of coupling an accessory binding domain and a

PET hydrolase, we analyzed fusion enzymes pairing a CBM from five different

CBM families (1, 2a, 3, 10, and 64) to the highly active LCCYCCG enzyme variant.

We demonstrate that all LCCYCCG fusions tested are functionally active on PET.

The most active fusion enzymes pair with CBMs from families 1 and 10; these small

CBMs (approximately 36 and 50 residues, respectively) are suggested to have a flex-

ible fold susceptible to secondary and tertiary structural changes,49 with flexible

loop regions.33,34,49–52

In agreement with previous studies on fusions of binding domains with PET

hydrolases, at low substrate loadings (<3 wt % PET), LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 and

LCCYCCG:TtCBM10 exhibited significantly higher product yields than the LCCYCCG

catalytic domain alone. However, as the wt % PET loading is increased, with either

the same enzyme:PET loading (equivalent to 0.13 mg LCCYCCG/g PET) or a constant

enzyme concentration (100 nM), the LCCYCCG:TrCBM1 and LCCYCCG:TtCBM10

fusion enzymes lose any advantage, and by 20 wt % PET loading, it is completely

lost. Therefore, any advantage of the synthetic fusion constructs is realized only at

low-solids loadings. This is consistent with previous findings by Varnai et al., who

reported that the CBMs of cellobiohydrolases do not enhance enzymatic cellulose

hydrolysis at high-solids loadings.42 Similarly, in this study, the elevated solids

loading increases the frequency of enzyme-substrate collisions and accelerates

PET hydrolysis to the point where the presence of the CBM no longer provides

any additional benefit.

Interestingly, for LCCYCCG:StCBM64 at 50�C and constant enzyme concentration

(100 nM), the catalytic advantage over LCCYCCG is maintained across PET

loadings (Figure 6F), but the temperature mismatch between StCBM64 thermosta-

bility and LCCYCCG optimal activity limits the application of this LCCYCCG:CBM

fusion.

In this study, only amorphous PET film has been tested, and therefore future studies

should investigate the observed behavior of CBMs for PET substrates with different

physical morphologies including parameters such as crystallinity, accessible surface

area, and chemical purity. Furthermore, with the continuing development of more

efficient PET hydrolyses, it may be of interest to consider alternative catalytic

domains, linkers, and CBMs.
Conclusions

CBMs can convey substantial advantages in PET hydrolysis at low substrate loading,

namely in the range of 1–5 wt % PET. However, at the optimal reaction temperature

for LCCYCCG performance, the beneficial role of CBM fusions is reduced at high

substrate loadings (10–20 wt % PET). This is confirmed in reactions with constant

pH control and at high extents of conversion to monomeric products. Overall, for
2654 Chem Catalysis 2, 2644–2657, October 20, 2022
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the CBMs studied herein, we conclude there is little industrial relevance for CBM

fusion enzymes above 10 wt % PET loading for amorphous PET substrates.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Andrew R. Pickford (andy.pickford@port.ac.uk).

Materials availability

This study did not generate newmaterials. The amorphous PET film used throughout

this study was supplied by Goodfellow (catalog number ES301445; 0.25 mm thick-

ness); it was either hole punched to 10 3 13 mm for all small-scale experiments or

cut into uniform pieces of approximately 0.5 3 0.5 cm for large-scale experiments.

Data and code availability

The datasets generated during this study are available as Data S2.
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